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Abstract

Despite the decision of Congress to delegate budgetary proposal power to the pres-
ident in the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921, existing research on appropriations
politics remains inconclusive regarding presidential influence. In this paper, we argue
that the incomplete information between the president and Congress in appropriations
bargaining regarding each other’s spending preferences, supported by the presidential
veto power, gives presidents an advantage on spending items of great importance to
them relative to Congress. We hypothesize that presidents should realize greater suc-
cess on requests for large spending changes than for small changes, and expect this
asymmetry to hold regardless of the partisan regime of government and for both re-
quests for increases and decreases. Analysis of appropriations for defense procurement
programs from 2001 to 2018 yields strong evidence for these hypotheses.
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Can the president influence appropriations? Congress jealously guards its constitutional

power of the purse, which is reason enough to be skeptical about claims of presidential

influence. While it is true that Congress delegated the power to propose the federal budget

to the president in the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921 (BAA), it is not clear that this

delegation conferred any real power. It may have merely served the interests of Congress

to assign such an arduous and necessary task to the executive branch. That subsequent

Congresses under divided government have never seized the opportunity to rescind this

delegation reinforces the interpretation that Congress benefits. But how does it benefit?

The president’s authority to propose the budget relieves Congress of the need to engage in

costly fact-finding and deliberation on every line-item of the budget. One implication is

that congressional preferences with respect to many or most line-items remain undefined at

the outset of the budget process. The president can shape budget outcomes by providing

information about government activities and threatening to veto appropriations that deviate

too sharply from executive priorities (Wildavsky 1964; Davis, Dempster and Wildavsky 1966;

Fisher 1972; McKay 1989; Larcinese, Rizzo and Testa 2006; Hassell and Kernell 2016).

Consider a president who is committed to increasing appropriations on a particular line

item to x, but who is uncertain about Congress’s preferred level of spending. The budget

proposal power allows the president to ask for more or less than x. The president rationally

takes account of her uncertainty about congressional preferences to ask for more than x.

Members, of course, are fully aware that presidents have reasons to “pad” their requests

for funding (Wlezien 1996). They can safely assume that the president would accept less

than the requested amount, but they do not know x. If Congress appropriates less than

x, the president might veto. Whether or not a veto proves forthcoming will depend on the

president’s overall assessment of the appropriations bill. Congress is both uncertain as to x

and as to the importance of the line-item in the president’s overall assessment of the bill.

The president can address this uncertainty by distinguishing her priorities from other line

items. Given that the budget proposal power only allows the president to ask for more or
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less, one way the president can signal her prioritization is by asking for much more or much

less (Wildavsky 1964; Davis, Dempster and Wildavsky 1966).

Unusually large budget requests can convey presidential prioritization to Congress with-

out tipping the president’s hand as to its exact reservation level. Congress should treat these

priority requests cautiously to the extent they are critical to the president’s overall assess-

ment of the appropriations bill. The hard work of the Congress could be wrecked with a

veto, and the president’s unusually large requests may delineate the most dangerous shoals.

Presidents in recent decades have shown themselves willing to veto major appropriations

bills, even at the risk of budget crises and government shutdowns (Hartman 1982; Meyers

1997; Matthews 2013). The first government shutdown occurred under President Ford in

1976 after he vetoed appropriations for the Departments of Labor and Health, Education

and Welfare. President Carter vetoed defense appropriations over a nuclear aircraft carrier

in 1978, prompting another shutdown. The next three presidents - Ronald Reagan, George

H.W. Bush and Bill Clinton - each shut down the government with vetoed appropriations

bills. Both Obama and Trump threatened to veto appropriations in connection with the

2013 and 2018-2019 shutdowns, although vetoes did not occur.

This recent history establishes that presidential vetoes and veto threats are common in

the context of appropriations. Congress has good reason to craft a bill that the president will

be willing to sign - and therefore to take account of presidential preferences. Of course, not

every line item in the budget reflects a presidential priority or a proposal to alter the status

quo. Most reflect incremental funding changes that more or less perpetuate the existing

allocation of federal resources (Wildavsky 1964; Davis, Dempster and Wildavsky 1966; Gist

1977; LeLoup 1984). Non-incremental funding proposals are different in kind because they

are requests to reallocate resources and thereby change government spending priorities. The

president’s non-incremental budget requests should shape congressional perceptions about

the evolving requirements of government and the federal bureaucracy. We expect Congress

to accede more readily to unusually large requests in the budget for this reason. This paper
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tests for this expected asymmetry in presidential influence using newly available line-item

budget data for the Defense Department’s procurement program between 2001 and 2018.

Consistent with our expectation, journalistic accounts of legislative politics surrounding

defense budgets unequivocally attribute major shifts in procurement funds to presidential

initiatives during both unified and divided government. The data we draw on began with

the Fiscal Year 2001 defense budget proposed by President Clinton at the end of his tenure,

the procurement portion of which was marked by fiscal austerity. Political conditions alone

likely made a Clinton victory on the budget seem unlikely. The president faced an opposition

Congress with Republican majorities in both houses and with vocal defense hawks in both

parties. The remarkable budget surplus that ballooned under Clinton also encouraged more

liberal spending. Despite these factors, Congress added little funding to Clinton’s austere

procurement proposal.1

By two years later, the national conditions had shifted dramatically. As commander-

in-chief in the war on terror, President Bush asked for what was then the largest defense

spending increase since the Vietnam War for Fiscal Year 2003, and handily saw his request

granted by Congress despite split control. Having vowed to create the “military of the next

century” during his campaign, Bush convinced Congress to scrap the Crusader cannon with

the backing of a veto threat. The Crusader had enjoyed the support of powerful congressional

patrons.2 The narrative of the president emphasizing the importance of major increases

and decreases followed by congressional accommodation similarly played out during budget

negotiations during the Obama administration. For Fiscal Year 2010, for example, President

1“Congress Adds Little To Defense Request Despite Criticism of Clinton Policies.” In

CQ Almanac 2000, 56th ed., 8-3-8-30. Washington, DC: Congressional Quarterly, 2001.

http://library.cqpress.com/cqalmanac/cqal00-834-24316-1083195.
2“Congress Backs Defense Buildup.” In CQ Almanac 2002, 58th ed., 7-12-7-18. Wash-

ington, DC: Congressional Quarterly, 2003. http://library.cqpress.com/cqalmanac/

cqal02-236-10378-664488.
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Obama proposed no funding for F-22 Raptor fighter jets. The Democratic Congress ceased

to insist on this procurement after it drew a veto threat.3

As described later, we approach the question of presidential influence through an analysis

of line-items in the defense procurement budget. These data reflect interesting variation at

the level of individual line-items that aggregate agency spending levels cannot capture, shed-

ding new light on presidential influence. The success or failure of the president on individual

line-items allows us to “look under the hood” of aggregate agency-level appropriations. That

said, an examination of the defense procurement budget likely represents a favorable test of

influence for the president. The “two presidencies” thesis posits that the president wields

greater power in foreign affairs than domestic policy, a perspective that has garnered empiri-

cal support in other analysis of foreign policy and appropriations (Wildavsky 1964; Kinnard

1977; Currie 2000; Prins and Marshall 2001; Canes-Wrone, Howell and Lewis 2008). Within

the foreign policy arena, however, scholarship suggests that the defense procurement budget

is politically contentious (Kanter 1972; Meernik 1993; Howell and Pevehouse 2007; Milner

and Tingley 2015). Congress can and does leverage its power over funding for weapons sys-

tems and other essential defense items into influence over the president’s conduct of foreign

policy. Nonetheless, we acknowledge that our results cannot be generalized across the ap-

propriations process. In future work we plan to consider presidential influence in domestic

spending.

3“$636.4 Billion Defense Bill Clears.” In CQ Almanac 2009, 65th ed., edited by Jan

Austin, 2-20-2-23. Washington, DC: CQ-Roll Call Group, 2010. http://library.cqpress.

com/cqalmanac/cqal09-1183-59533-2251096.
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1 Literature – The Power of the Purse and the Sepa-

ration of Powers

The tension between the executive branch and Congress is a recurring theme in the study of

appropriations (Forgette 1996; Meyers 1997; Thurber 1997; MacDonald 2010; Rhee 2014).

Early work in the postwar period uncovered a stable and orderly appropriations process

squarely under the control of the House Appropriations Committee (HAC). This arrange-

ment left seemingly little room for presidential influence (Fenno 1966; Wildavsky 1964).

Fenno described HAC as a committee in perpetual tension with other members in the House

as a result of its conflicting mandate to support government programs and to guard the trea-

sury. HAC frequently balanced these mandates by cutting executive agency budget requests

while providing incremental increases in actual spending for most government programs

(Wlezien 1996). Wildavsky (1964) similarly described year-to-year funding decisions within

HAC as incremental in nature in the 1950s and 1960s. This was also a time when annual ap-

propriations were submitted on time, and budgets were nearly balanced. Wildavsky (1964)

attributed this regular order to a normative culture within HAC that promoted incremen-

talism as a shortcut for programmatic comprehensiveness, which he thought unattainable

otherwise.

This seemingly stable process was profoundly interrupted in the 1960s and 1970s as House

Democrats dismantled the seniority rules that had effectively concentrated so much power in

the committee chairs - especially HAC. This weakened the heretofore iron grip of Southern

Democrats, who enjoyed greater longevity than their northern counterparts because of one-

party rule in the South. Wildavsky (1964) observed that the regular order of the previous

era faded as power returned to House leadership and the lines of partisan conflict sharpened.

Further, he saw the centralizing role of the Bureau of the Budget and its successor the Office

of Management and Budget (OMB) as an expansion of the president’s ability to monitor

executive agencies and minimize their independent role in the budget process. Congress was
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not idle in response, but Wildavsky (1964) notes that reforms in the Congressional Budget

and Control Act tended to centralize budget authority in the House. These developments cut

against regular order by politicizing the appropriations process. Recent history demonstrates

that these political conflicts can lead to fiscal crises, government shutdowns and a dependence

on continuing resolutions.

The decline of HAC, the rise of party leadership and the centralizing effects of the OMB

all suggest that appropriations has been become much less insular than it was in the postwar

period. Nonetheless, this does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that the president has

gained influence over appropriations. The formal power of the purse still belongs to Congress.

Thus Kiewiet and McCubbins (1988) do not hesitate in their landmark study to presume

that Congress is the author of the federal budget. In their universe, the only thing the

president can do to influence the budget is to veto the final appropriations bill. Moreover,

Congress even took the sting out of vetoes by accepting a norm of reversion to existing

funding levels in appropriations. This Take-It-Or-Leave-It scenario provides few options to a

president wanting more spending. Unless the Congress presents a draconian bill that reduces

spending below reversion levels, the president’s veto power is worthless. A president who

preferred to spend less than Congress, on the other hand, would enjoy the advantage because

the president in this instance would be better able to live with spending at reversion levels.

Kiewiet and McCubbins (1988) offer a clear argument for the asymmetric influence

of presidents rooted in the limitations of the veto power. Nonetheless they find evidence

of presidential influence when presidents requested more funding for government agencies.

One explanation is that presidents are better able to assert their preferences and obtain

concessions in the legislative process than allowed by Kiewiet and McCubbins (1988). For

example, Hassell and Kernell (2016) demonstrate that presidents can use veto threats to great

effect in appropriations bills to remove unwanted provisions. This narrative challenges the

Take-It-or-Leave-It model of bargaining, because the president credibly interjects preferences

early in the legislative process instead of passively waiting for Congress to deliver a bill. Our
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argument for presidential influence over the budget is essentially analogous. But in our

analysis, instead of using Statements of Administration Policy, the president conveys her

preferences mainly in the initial budget proposal, though SAPs play a role in a robustness

check. Very large increases or decreases in funding reflect administration efforts to change

budget priorities. The president hopes her prioritization of budget line-items will influence

congressional views about the content of satisfactory legislation.

2 Argument - Presidential Influence and Spending Pri-

orities

Influence over the federal budget is one aspect of power. The federal budget for the United

States in 2018 included more than 4 trillion dollars in spending. The only nation states with

nominal gross domestic products larger than the U.S. federal budget are China and Japan,

the second and third largest economies in the world. The Constitution charges Congress

with formal responsibility for the federal budget, and Congress is the natural starting point

for analyses of appropriation politics (Kirst 1969). That is not to deny that other interested

parties would like to inform the process, including special interests, voters and other political

actors like the president of the United States. Presidents have preferences, often very strong

preferences, about the appropriation of federal dollars for different or competing items in the

budget. Federal spending in a critical state or district could make the difference in a tight

campaign (Larcinese, Rizzo and Testa 2006; Berry, Burden and Howell 2010). In the defense

context, whether Congress funnels funding to one weapons system or another could impact

the fighting capabilities of the armed forces or the availability of certain diplomatic postures

(Kanter 1972; Kinnard 1977; Gist 1981). Some systems, like SDI, become synonymous with

the success or failure of a president (see Bartels 1991).

Appropriations outcomes are clearly consequential for the administration. The president
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ought to care about them. But what can she do to influence the final result? The president

cannot impose her will on the government. The president cannot even introduce an appro-

priations bill in her own name. The president can do two things, however, to gain a measure

of influence over the appropriations process. The first is to shape the perceptions of Congress

as to the needs of the government through careful coordination of the department heads in

the executive branch. Political appointees serving at the pleasure of the president offer the

administration a means of control over the national bureaucracy, including the articulation

of policy and budgetary priorities in reports to Congress. The appointment power hardly

results in a power to deceive Congress, but it likely allows presidential preferences to feature

prominently among the agency inputs that Congress considers (Hammond and Knott 1996).

The president’s control over the budgeting information that agencies emphasize in commu-

nications and other reports to Congress has been increasingly formalized in OMB circulars

over time (see OMB Circular A-11; Stewart 1989).

Congress, for its part, has good reasons of its own to take the information it receives from

government agencies seriously– even with the understanding that it is frequently framed by

the current administration. Federal budgeting has long been characterized by an incremen-

talism that requires detailed and reliable information about the current allocation of agency

resources. External audits can and do provide relevant information to Congress, but for the

most part Congress relies on agencies to report on the extent of their own activities and

resource requirements. Congressional committees and individual members of Congress enjoy

their own relationships with government agencies, agency leadership and the civil servants

whose work crosses political administrations. These relationships cut against the idea that

the administration can dominate agencies through the appointment power, or hope to mis-

lead Congress as to agency activities and requirements. Incrementalism enables Congress

to enforce the status quo and resist executive encroachments by anchoring future appropri-

ations to past appropriations. It is an effective monitoring tool that is also computationally

simple (Wildavsky 1964).
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A norm of incrementalism allows Congress to focus its special attention on non-incremental

proposals that actually do represent a potential change to the status quo. Many of these

items reflect important administration priorities implicating a reallocation of federal re-

sources across congressional districts. These distributional effects could affect the electoral

fortunes of marginal members and lead to a shift in the balance of partisan control (Knapp

1956; Bartels 1991; Anderson and Tollison 1991). In short, Congress has reasons to monitor

and even resist presidents’ budgetary proposals to the extent they deviate from established

levels. Presidents cannot hope to enact their preferred spending levels through subterfuge -

the sheer relative size of their proposed changes to the budget ensure that these proposals

stand out from the crowd. The president can only hope to see her proposals succeed by

persuading Congress that it is better off passing an appropriations bill that includes a suffi-

cient number of these priorities to one that does not. The president could persuade Congress

directly or indirectly through an agency that its budget proposals better reflect the needs of

the government and prevail on these grounds alone.

In light of the congressional norm of incremental budget adjustments, one important way

that presidents can credibly signal their spending priorities is by asking for a non-incremental

change. The president signals her intention to change the way government does business by

asking for a very large increase or decrease in the amount of funds Congress appropriates

for different line items. Presidential success on these non-incremental budget requests can

shed a great deal of light on presidential influence in the appropriations process, particularly

through the politics of bargaining that surround the president’s annual budget proposal.

Congress delegated the power to propose the federal budget to the president, but not the

ability to impose the administration’s will. Congress could set the non-incremental requests

of the president aside and try to force the administration to manage within existing budget

constraints. And it often will. But if Congress sets aside too many priorities of the president,

it risks losing an otherwise valuable bill to the president’s veto. Veto bargaining looms over

appropriations because Congress is uncertain as to the adequacy of its concessions to the
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president.

The bargaining framework we employ throughout this article assumes that each branch

is uncertain about the preferences of the other branch. We recognize that this will not be

true of every line-item in the budget. Even under circumstances of divided government, it

is likely that presidential and congressional preferences align on many items. This raises

the possibility that any observed increase in presidential success on non-incremental funding

requests might simply reflect cases of interbranch consensus or even congressional fiat. We

address this concern with a parallel analysis of a key subset of line-items that attract the

further attention of presidents in Statements of Administration Policy. Presidents continue to

push for funding increases or decreases on these items, often months after having proposed the

initial budget. This subset of line-items is especially interesting because the ongoing exchange

establishes that both the president and Congress were uncertain about the preferences of the

other branch at the time the president submitted the proposed budget. Consistent findings

in this robustness check address the concern that private information drives the general

results.

3 Hypotheses

In line with our theoretical expectation, we hypothesize greater presidential influence on

congressional appropriations outcomes on requests of non-incremental funding changes than

on incremental ones. Specifically, the three hypotheses formulated below point to a positive

statistical correlation between the size of funding change requested by presidents on the basis

of the current level and the probability of presidential success.

H1 Presidents will be more likely to realize success on their largest requests for funding

changes.

H2 Presidents will be more likely to realize success on their largest requests under unified
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as well as under divided government.

H3 Presidents will be more likely to realize success on their largest requests for increased

funding as well as their largest requests for decreased funding.

There is an inevitable element of arbitrariness in this measure: How large a requested

change should qualify it as a presidential priority? For most of our analysis, we use a thresh-

old of 10%, meaning that we identify a presidential priority when the president requested an

increase or decrease on an item by 10% or more of its current funding level. To strengthen

our finding, however, we replicate the same statistical test using various thresholds, from

a low 5% to a very drastic 95%. While we more systematically introduce the data in Sec-

tion 4, we display the distribution of funding changes requested by presidents relative to

current spending levels here in Figure 1, with vertical lines drawn at the various thresholds

for identifying presidential priorities. The x-axis is bounded at 130% on the positive side of

0; there are some presidential requests asking for increases exceeding this magnitude, but

the observations become very sparse, and the very extreme may indicate incorrect budget

item matches in the data. Presidential requests are well distributed between continuity and

policy shifts, with an expected dominant mode at or very near the status quo. Note that

presidential requests also cluster at -100%, signaling the complete elimination of spending

items requested by presidents.
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Figure 1: Funding Changes Requested by the President

The dependent variable is the probability of presidential success. Accepting the litera-

ture’s conventional spatial-modeling strategy, we assume that presidents have single-peaked

utility functions centered around their revealed preferences manifested as presidential re-

quests. The distance between the status quo and presidential requests, therefore, measures

presidents’ “displeasure” with the former. We identify an instance of presidential success,

ultimately, when the amount eventually appropriated by Congress and enacted into law is

closer to the president’s request than the old status quo. More specifically, the president is

said to have succeeded when the absolute distance between her request and actual appropri-

ations decreases.

As the fundamental mechanism we theorize in this paper which confers influence to the

president in appropriations bargaining has not varied in the modern era, our hypotheses

assert that the link between presidential prioritization and success should be very strong,

in principle unaffected by an adverse partisan environment in Congress and regardless of

the direction of requested changes. To test the unconditional nature of the main effect, we

additionally control for the partisan regime governing Washington. The data’s time frame
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encompasses a full variety of regimes, including unified government, divided Congress, and

opposition Congress. Dummy variables for each Congress, each president, and each recurring

line item also become useful for qualifying the main finding.

4 Data

4.1 Defense Procurement Budget

We test our theory of asymmetric presidential influence tilting in favor of non-incremental

budget items using the defense procurement budget. Specifically, we use annual bud-

get justification documents prepared by the Department of Defense, downloaded from the

Comptroller’s website, https://comptroller.defense.gov/Budget-Materials/, in the

form of individual yearly spreadsheets. In the annual budget process, defense procurement

is a major part of the overall D.o.D. budget, which in turn is part of the voluminous line-

item administration budget presented by the president to Congress pursuant to the BAA

delegation. The president must issue a request for each item in the defense budget, thereby

supplying a complete set of presidential preferences. The president’s success or failure is

thus a matter of record on each item, which relieves researchers of the clumsy and incorrect

assumption that presidents and Congress have uniform preferences for more or less spending.

As discussed earlier, such an approach would never be able to accurately address circum-

stances in which presidents successfully grow certain programs while cutting others within

the same budget proposal. These data offer a more nuanced picture of the appropriations

game than any analysis of aggregate spending could dream of emulating. That nuance is

essential in developing a research design sensitive to the contours of presidential influence in

the real world. The structure of the data is conducive to relatively easy tracking of prefer-

ences and outcomes, first due to the side-by-side display of each item’s currently allocated

amount for the ongoing fiscal year and the president’s request for the next fiscal year, and
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second due to the recurrence of myriad items across years at all levels of aggregation. When

linked together by line item, the data tell us the current or reversion level of funding, the

amount proposed by the president, and the final amount appropriated.

See an extract of these data in Figure 2, part of President George W. Bush’s procurement

budget request for Fiscal Year 2005. Current, or reversion, levels for Fiscal Year 2004

are displayed alongside presidential requests. Measurement of Bush’s success in having his

proposals granted is made possible by looking for the same items’ current spending levels in

the Fiscal Year 2006 president’s budget. We automated the search for consistent items across

years by looking for highly similar item names.4 Item names and the structure of the data

remained mostly consistent from year to year and from administration to administration,

attesting to the executive branch staff’s procedural continuity.

4We used a fuzzy string matching procedure to search for recurring line items within the

same branches of the Armed Services, including “all department,” across years. For each

line item, we found the best match in every other fiscal year and classified it as correct

or incorrect depending on the Levenshtein distance between the two as a measure of how

different they appeared. Looking for the equivalents of an item in Fiscal Year 2004, for

example, if the string distance between it and its best match in Fiscal Year 2005, divided by

the first’s character length, was less than or equal to .05, we classified the match as correct.

Otherwise, we threw out the match.
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Figure 2: Extract, Congressional Justification for Defense Procurement Budget, Fiscal Year
2005

The procurement budget data we draw upon span the fiscal years 2001-2018. Since

the annual budget process concerns the upcoming fiscal year’s spending, the period covered

extends from the end of the Clinton administration (Fiscal Year 2001) to the start of the the

Trump administration (Fiscal Year 2018), in terms of the presidents exercising the budget

proposal power. In addition to four successive presidents, the period covered witnessed all

different partisan regimes in the executive and legislative branches (unified government; a

Congress controlled by different parties in the House than in the Senate; and a president

facing a Congress entirely controlled by the other party). These changes provide political

variations important for gauging presidential influence. We divided all raw dollar figures in

the data by the Consumer Price Index in January of each year in order to adjust for inflation.

The data document the ebb and flow of this large slice of federal expenditures over the

years, displayed in Figure 3. Total defense procurement peaking in the 2008-2009 period,

several years after sustained military operations in Afghanistan (2002) and Iraq (2003) were

under way. Clearly, procurement spending enacted into law (the solid line in Figure 3)

tracked presidential requests (the dotted line). Of course, by themselves the accompanying

trends do not constitute evidence for strong presidential influence on procurement spending:
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Each president by necessity started on the basis of current law levels of spending when

submitting administration budgets to Congress, and so the trends more clearly indicate the

status quo’s constraint, in addition to constraint from Congress, on presidential requests

than anything else.

Figure 3: Defense Procurement Spending, FYs 2001-2018

These aggregate trends conceal the fact that components of defense procurement often

did not increase or decrease in unison, a variation we prize in this study. Figure 4 breaks down

the trends above simply into the main branches of the Armed Services, and the decomposed

trends appear mostly cacophonous, for both enacted levels and presidential requests. They

reveal the steep rise in Army procurement between 2006 and 2009 as the primary driver

of the aggregate rise in procurement noted above. This rise in Army procurement did

reflect the lessons of the wars, as the Pentagon sought to acquire many tens of thousands

of mine-resistant, ambush-protected vehicles (MRAPs) in response to the threat posed by

improvised explosive devices (Larson et al. 2018). The vast bulk of these went to the Army.

Air Force procurement more or less plateaued between 2004 and 2018 as the service retired
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bomber squadrons and focused on modernizing remaining aircraft (Ibid.). Navy procurement

generally increased over this period as the service complemented the carrier fleet with littoral

combat ships and a new generation of nuclear submarines (Ibid.).

Such significant presidential proposals regarding defense procurements, as well as those

highlighted by news coverage mentioned at the outset, all factor into the data we analyze,

either directly as observations or as their components. Our data represent a fairly exhaustive

and systematic repository of such presidential initiatives. As we have discussed, the mere

existence of specific line items makes ours more descriptive of political reality than studies

looking at aggregate department- and agency-level requests. Methodologically, as the prin-

cipal unit of analysis, the numerous individual line-item battles during each annual budget

process give rise to variations in the key dependent and independent variables involved in

the statistical analysis: a healthy mix of increases and decreases in congressional appropria-

tions, as well as presidential victories and losses, present in big and small items alike. This

mix results in a large data set where each observation is sufficiently meaningful and mostly

independent from others in the data generating process, important for creating a hard test

to falsify the null hypothesis of no presidential influence owing to prioritization.
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Figure 4: Defense Procurement Spending by Branch of Armed Services, FYs 2001-2018

Altogether, the data contain 6,138 presidential requests - 358 issued by Clinton, 2,897

by Bush, 2,539 by Obama, and 327 by Trump. These requests concern 518 procurement

items at various levels of aggregation, traceable across fiscal years and administrations in

order to link preferences to outcomes. In ascending order of specificity, Table 1 displays the

distribution of budget items across levels of aggregation, and illustrates each level with an

example in the data. Note that an aggregate-level study such as Kiewiet and McCubbins

(1988) would use only the 18 top-level “all defense procurement” figures, one for each fiscal

year. At times, we restrict our analysis to the most granular level of aggregation (Level 5)

to bolster our main finding.
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Table 1: Levels of Aggregation in Defense Procurement Budget Data

Level of
Aggregation

Example Count

1 All defense procurement 18
2 Air Force 63
3 Army, procurement of ammunition 335
4 Navy, other procurement, aviation support

equipment
1,393

5 Air Force, aircraft procurement, aircraft
support equipment and facilities, common
support equipment

4,329

Total: 6,138

5 Findings

5.1 Spending Priorities and Presidential Success

The data lend strong support to our theorized asymmetry; the president achieved victories

much more frequently on requests for non-incremental requests for funding changes than

on incremental ones. Table 2 displays our result in the simplest fashion. Across all 6,138

requests from Fiscal Year 2001 to Fiscal Year 2018, presidential success was realized on 52.0

percent of small requested changes and 81.3 percent of large ones, a difference of nearly 30

percent. In other words, on average presidents achieved success on 4 out of 5 requests for large

changes, while their chances resembled a random coin toss on small change requests. The

coin-toss odds of presidential success in requested small changes turn out to be a recurring

observation. This large difference has strong statistical significance; the underlying cross-

tabulation receives a χ2 value of 568.59 (p-value ≈ 0). The statistical strength of the finding is

corroborated by regression analysis. Presidential influence on defense procurement spending,

therefore, was characterized by an asymmetry tilting heavily in favor of prioritized items.
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Table 2: Size of Requested Funding Changes and Presidential Success

Large Change Requested Presidential Success Rate

No 1,019 (52.0%)
Yes 3,397 (81.3%)

This asymmetry characterized presidential success regardless of who the president was

and what type of partisan regime governed Washington. Figure 5 highlights its endurance

from the Clinton to Trump administrations and all partisan regimes throughout. It tells

two stories. One emphasizes consistency, with the president doing about as well in 2018 as

the president had in 2001. But it also depicts interesting volatility, particularly during the

Obama administration. Note that President Obama’s success on relatively small requests

plummeted in 2012 before rebounding strongly in 2013, and then showing a sharp decrease

in 2014. This “roller coaster” pattern then played out again between 2015 and 2017. This

pattern defies simplistic explanations, such as divided government or the rise of the Tea Party

in 2010. The intense budget negotiations that characterized the 112th Congress (2011-2012)

culminated in several public crises that resulted in sequestration and other compromise

measures.

The strained relationship between the executive branch and the legislature probably does

account for some of the drop in President Obama’s success in Fiscal Year 2012, but the 2010

election results cannot make sense of the subsequent undulations. The trends in Figure 4

lend some support to the idea that presidents get more of what they want in election years,

although Fiscal Year 2016 and Fiscal Year 2018 challenge this conclusion. But for all that

we can only speculate here, the hypothesized asymmetry endured throughout, with the gap

between the two lines reaching a minimum of still over 8 percentage points for Fiscal Year

2011. This wide gap consistently marked presidential success at its height, its nadir, and at

all times in between.
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Figure 5: Asymmetrical Presidential Success, Fiscal Years 2001-2018

We now display results of regression analysis to systematically demonstrate the enduring

asymmetry. Table 3 displays several linear probability models estimating the relationship

between the size of funding changes requested by the president - our measure of presidential

priorities - and the probability of presidential success. In four differently configured equa-

tions, the coefficient of the main independent variable maintains strong statistical significance

and stays stable in magnitude. Standard errors are clustered by recurring budget item. This

is done throughout this paper, but the findings are completely robust to alternative clusters

such as Congresses and fiscal years. Equation 1, simply studying the bivariate correlation

between request size and presidential success, restates the effect observed earlier in Table 2.

Equation 2 controls for dummy variables for each president as well as each Congress.

Table 3: Spending Priorities and Presidential Success

Dependent variable:

Presidential Success Rate

All Requests Granular Items

(1) (2) (3) (4)
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Priority 0.294∗∗∗ 0.299∗∗∗ 0.214∗∗∗ 0.233∗∗∗

(0.016) (0.014) (0.019) (0.023)

Divided Congress −0.208∗∗∗ −0.194∗∗∗

(0.023) (0.027)

Opposition Congress −0.146∗∗∗ −0.111∗∗∗

(0.033) (0.041)

Priority × Divided Congress 0.169∗∗∗ 0.141∗∗∗

(0.027) (0.030)

Priority × Opposition Congress 0.109∗∗∗ 0.090∗∗

(0.034) (0.040)

Constant 0.520∗∗∗ 0.410∗∗∗ 0.527∗∗∗ 0.694∗∗∗

(0.016) (0.023) (0.032) (0.041)

President Dummies No Yes Yes Yes
Congress Dummies No Yes No No
Item Dummies No Yes Yes Yes

Observations 6,138 6,138 6,138 4,329
R2 0.093 0.261 0.256 0.267
Adjusted R2 0.093 0.191 0.186 0.199
χ2 598.277∗∗∗ 1,854.003∗∗∗ 1,811.518∗∗∗ 1,342.246∗∗∗

Note: Linear probability models; standard errors are clustered by recurring budget item.
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Equation 3 retains the president dummies, but uses dummy variables denoting types

of partisan regime instead of Congress dummies, interacting with the main independent

variable. Coefficient estimates in this equation allow us to measure the relationship between

prioritization and presidential success under each regime type. Unified government serves

as the base category of partisan regime and is thus omitted from the regression output.

As additive and interacting terms, the two regime types of divided government - divided

Congress (the House controlled by one party and the Senate controlled by the other) and

opposition Congress (both the House and the Senate controlled by the other party than the

president’s) - emerge as significant. The resulting coefficient estimates show that an adverse
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partisan environment in Congress was detrimental to presidential success as we expected,

but actually increased the asymmetry in presidential influence, overall leaving presidential

success on priorities mostly unharmed.

On average, divided Congress lowered the presidential success rate by over 20 percent

relative to unified government, but it also widened the success gap between priorities and

non-priorities by almost 17 percent. Combining the two effects, divided Congress reduced

presidential success on priorities by merely 4 percent (the sum of the coefficient estimates

for the additive term of divided Congress and its interaction with the main variable). Thus,

the negative impact of divided Congress on presidential success was concentrated on non-

prioritized items. The estimates reveal a very similar pattern for opposition Congress, the

other form of divided government. On average, it reduced presidential success by about 15

percent compared to unified government, but widened the asymmetry by about 11 percent,

shrinking presidential success on priorities by only 4 percent as well. These findings are

visualized in Figure 6, in which error bars denote 95% confidence intervals..

Equation 4 retains the same variable configuration as Equation 3, but is restricted to the

4,329 most granular items in the budget data, a large majority of the total 6,138 (see Table

1 for an explanation of levels of aggregation). This equation produces coefficient estimates

very similar to Equation 3 except for a larger estimate for the constant term, showing a

higher presidential success rate when we exclude the more aggregated budget items from

the analysis. A stunning 93 percent of the time, the president was successful on prioritized,

granular items, again mostly unaffected by divided government.
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Figure 6: Spending Priorities and Predicted Probability of Presidential Success by Regime
Type

As we acknowledged, our choice of designating requested changes by over 10% of current

level as presidential priorities is arbitrary. To empirically address this concern, we conducted

regression analysis using varying thresholds for this measure, displayed in Table 4. The

thresholds range from an inconspicuous 5% to a very large 95%, the latter indicating a

presidential request to either almost double current spending or more on an item or stripping

it of virtually all funding. The functional form of these equations is identical with Equation 2

in Table 3, included again here with bolded labels. Plainly, presidents were much more likely

to achieve success on items of priority regardless of the choice of threshold. The coefficient

estimate of prioritization follows a pattern of diminishing returns as the threshold becomes

more stringent. Easy to imagine, the presidential success rate did not go up infinitely as

requested changes increased. It is nonetheless remarkable that, on average, the president

was still 16% more likely to succeed on requested changes by more than 95% of current

funding, compared to less drastic requests. Armed with the awesome budget proposal power,

presidents very effectively shaped defense spending to suit their priorities.
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Table 4: Various Thresholds for Spending Priorities and Pres-
idential Success

Dependent variable:

Presidential Success Rate

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

5% 0.373∗∗∗

(0.015)

10% 0.299∗∗∗

(0.012)

20% 0.245∗∗∗

(0.012)

50% 0.193∗∗∗

(0.014)

95% 0.160∗∗∗

(0.021)

Constant 0.319∗∗∗ 0.410∗∗∗ 0.478∗∗∗ 0.508∗∗∗ 0.505∗∗∗

(0.097) (0.098) (0.099) (0.108) (0.024)

President Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Congress Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Item Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 6,138 6,138 6,138 6,138 6,138
R2 0.268 0.261 0.240 0.205 0.190
Adjusted R2 0.199 0.191 0.168 0.130 0.114
χ2 1,914.281∗∗∗ 1,854.003∗∗∗ 1,685.609∗∗∗ 1,407.654∗∗∗ 1,294.348∗∗∗

Note: Linear probability models; standard errors are clustered by recurring budget item.
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

As mentioned earlier, we conducted another robustness check by looking at a highly

selective subset of the data for which our assumption of the president’s and Congress’s mutual

uncertainty about each other’s sincere preferences most unequivocally holds. This subset

contains only the 83 requests referenced in subsequent Statements of Administration Policy

(SAPs) issued by the president. Table 5 displays regression analysis drawing on this small

subset. In functional form, the three equations included correspond exactly to equations
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1-3 in Table 3. For the most part, the key variable of prioritization survives this additional

test, made especially demanding by the small sample size. Equation 1 estimates the simple

correlation between prioritization and presidential success and reveals an average asymmetry

of about 36 percent. Controlling for the three sets of dummy variables in addition, Equation

2 shows that the asymmetry retains its statistical significance and that its magnitude is

fairly stable. Only in Equation 3, which interacts the main variable with regime dummies,

the former loses significance but maintains its positive sign. Overall, this analysis shows that

our main finding holds sufficiently in a setting most demonstrably fitting to the bargaining

framework.

Table 5: Spending Priorities and Presidential Success (Re-
quests with SAPs)

Dependent variable:

Presidential Success Rate

(1) (2) (3)

Priority 0.362∗∗∗ 0.444∗∗ 0.291
(0.104) (0.183) (0.194)

Divided Congress −0.145
(0.318)

Opposition Congress −0.655∗∗

(0.271)

Priority × Divided Congress 0.120
(0.351)

Priority × Opposition Congress 0.671∗∗

(0.298)

Constant 0.400∗∗∗ 0.374 0.561∗∗

(0.099) (0.268) (0.264)

President Dummies No Yes Yes
Congress Dummies No Yes No
Item Dummies No Yes Yes

Observations 83 83 83
R2 0.109 0.576 0.569
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Adjusted R2 0.098 0.108 0.137
χ2 9.593∗∗∗ 71.17∗∗∗ 69.796∗∗∗

Note: Linear probability models; standard errors are clustered by recurring budget item.
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

5.2 A Different Asymmetry in Presidential Influence

Kiewiet and McCubbins (1988) put forth the classic asymmetry in presidential influence

on appropriations. The defense procurement budget data allow us to incidentally put it to

test. If it is correct, we should expect that the president realizes more success on requests

of funding reductions than on those of increases. Our detailed data require that we test this

theory at the level of individual line items as in our main analysis, and thus our test here

is not analogous to the original Kiewiet and McCubbins (1988) analysis. If their version

of asymmetrical presidential influence is correct, however, there is every reason to expect it

to hold for line items in addition to the departments and agencies, especially because the

interbranch appropriations game, correctly delineated, is played with a sharp line-item focus.

Across the board, there is little evidence for the fiscal conservatism hypothesis. Figure

7 makes this clear by showing two accompanying trends of presidential success - one for

reduction requests and one for others (either maintaining the status quo funding level or

increasing current funding). While the president appeared more successful on reduction

requests most of the time, this differential was unstable, sometimes reversed, and very slight

when it did exist.
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Figure 7: Reduction Requests and Presidential Success

The tenuous fiscal conservatism hypothesis weathers regression analysis poorly, displayed

in Table 6, similar to our main test. Equations 1 and 2 estimate the relationship between

presidential success and whether requests were for reductions, controlling for president dum-

mies and item dummies. Equation 1 shows that the presidential success rate did not differ

between reduction requests and others, averaging about 50 percent for both categories, again

reflecting a coin-toss baseline for presidential success. Equation 2 controls for regime types,

involving additive and interaction terms in the fashion of equations 3 and 4 in Table 3. This

time, the additive term for reduction requests achieves statistical significance, indicating

that reduction requests saw greater presidential success than others under unified govern-

ment. Incorporating the interaction terms involving reduction requests, however, shows that

reduction requests were negatively associated with presidential success under either form of

divided government. The correctness of the hypothesis proves highly contingent on regime

type.

Table 6: Reduction Requests, Spending Priorities, and Presidential Success

Dependent variable:
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Presidential Success Rate

All Requests Reduction Requests Increase Requests

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Reduction Request 0.005 0.047∗∗∗

(0.012) (0.017)

Priority 0.153∗∗∗ 0.248∗∗∗

(0.028) (0.028)

Divided Congress −0.061∗∗∗ −0.239∗∗∗ −0.183∗∗∗

(0.017) (0.036) (0.032)

Opposition Congress 0.004 −0.285∗∗∗ −0.043
(0.025) (0.053) (0.049)

Reduction Request × Divided Congress −0.052∗∗

(0.024)

Reduction Request × Opposition Congress −0.117∗∗∗

(0.034)

Priority × Divided Congress 0.161∗∗∗ 0.170∗∗∗

(0.040) (0.038)

Priority × Opposition Congress 0.184∗∗∗ 0.054
(0.056) (0.049)

Constant 0.498∗∗∗ 0.531∗∗∗ 0.554∗∗∗ 0.586∗∗∗

(0.023) (0.033) (0.050) (0.041)

President Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes
Item Dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 6,138 6,138 3,031 3,107
R2 0.161 0.169 0.238 0.389
Adjusted R2 0.083 0.092 0.094 0.276
χ2 1,074.790∗∗∗ 1,138.127∗∗∗ 822.293∗∗∗ 1,532.310∗∗∗

Note: Linear probability models; standard errors are clustered by recurring budget item.
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Equations 3 and 4 return to our main research question concerning presidential priorities,

but incorporates the K&M asymmetry by each using half of the budget data. Equation 3

draws only on presidential requests for reductions, and Equation 4, increases. Together,

these estimates show that prioritization greatly enhanced presidential success on both broad

categories of requests. Again, divided government generally widened the asymmetry in

presidential success, with the exception of opposition Congress when it comes to increase

requests. Considered together, the equations here show that prioritization, allowed by the

proposal power, was a more universal and practically more important source of asymmetry in

presidential influence on congressional appropriations, compared to the budgetary reversion

norm coupled with the veto as Kiewiet and McCubbins (1988) argued.
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6 Conclusion

This paper leaves little doubt as to presidents’ strong ability to enact their largest requests

for government spending notwithstanding Congress’s formal possession of the power of the

purse. In our theory, we presume that the president and Congress have incomplete informa-

tion regarding one another’s spending preferences in a bargaining game over the government

budget. This incomplete information enables the president to use different devices to empha-

size budget items of particularly great importance to him. In our paper, such a device consists

of requests for non-incremental spending increases and decreases. Congress is well-served to

take seriously these signals of presidential priorities, first because administration requests

embody government agencies’ expertise on their funding needs on which Congress relies,

and second because presidents can and have proven to veto congressional appropriations

bills that fail to meet her important demands. We therefore hypothesize that the president

should be more advantaged in appropriations bargaining on non-incremental requests than

on incremental ones. We uncover strong evidence for this asymmetry by analyzing data on

defense procurement spending covering the last two decades.

Does this suggest that presidents can systematically achieve their objectives in appropri-

ations bills by “going big”? This study does not allow us to go so far. Defense appropriations

directly touch on foreign affairs, a policy area in which presidents tend to predominate. While

defense appropriations undoubtedly impinge on vital issues of national security, they also

touch on technical matters like the desirability of different weapons systems that generally

fall well outside the expertise of political commentators and observers, including political

scientists such as ourselves. These are reasons to regard the study of presidential influence

in defense appropriations as a test under circumstances most favorable to the president. This

is an appropriate starting point for questions of presidential influence over appropriations

because the president’s inability to influence defense appropriations would have rendered the

discussion moot. Instead, we found unambiguous evidence for the influence of presidents in
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defense spending. We will investigate the generalizability of these results in future work.
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